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1. Groups play a vital part in a society's social ______________________.

     	--->> Structure

     	      Enviroment

     	      Circle

     	      Organisations

2. A __________________ is an association of persons not of money like in other 
businesses.

     	--->> Cooperative

     	      Patnership

     	      Social club

     	      Committee of friends

3. The term secondary group refers to a formal, impersonal group in which there is little 
_____________________ intimacy or mutual understanding.

     	      Primary

     	--->> Social

     	      Secondary

     	      Group

4. ______________________ is concerned with the nature of groups and especially 
about the psychological and social forces associated with groups.

     	      Psychology

     	      Anthropology

     	--->> Group dynamics

     	      Sociology

5. The process of managing external or internal demands that are perceived as tasking 
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and exceeding a person's resources is called ______________

     	--->> Adjustment

     	      Financial Management

     	      Depreciation

     	      Accounting

6. An emotionally disturbing feeling occasioned by a helpless, unrewarding situation is 
known as _________________

     	      Madness

     	--->> Frustration

     	      Anger

     	      Depression

7. It follows from the definitions of group that anyone who belongs to a particular group 
is affected in some way by the fact of ______________.

     	      Knowledge

     	      Qualification

     	--->> Membership

     	      Dynamism

8. _______________ provides the necessary force or impetus for doing something that 
an individual considers worthwhile.

     	      Instinct

     	--->> Motive

     	      Force

     	      Belief

9. _______________ groups also perform a comparison function by serving as a 
standard against which people can measure themselves and others.

     	      Focus

     	--->> Reference
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     	      Dynamic

     	      Primary

10. The Dyad offers a special _____________ of intimacy that cannot be duplicated in 
larger groups.

     	      Ways

     	      Family

     	--->> Level

     	      Group
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